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RURAL ECONOMY AND CONNECTIVITY COMMITTEE 

TRANSPORT (SCOTLAND) BILL  

SUBMISSION FROM STREET WORKS UK 

Part 5 of the Bill – Road works 

General Comments 

Street Works UK is the UK’s only trade association representing utilities and their contractors 

on street works issues, we promote best practice, self-regulation and a two-way relationship 

with government and other relevant stakeholders. 

The Scottish government’s proposals contain a number of positive measures to improve the 

quality of road works which Street Works UK welcomes, including the introduction of quality 

plans and the focus on greater consistency between utilities and roads authorities.  

There are a number of proposals which Street Works UK broadly supports in principle but 

where consistency, proportionality and balance are critical to ensure their implementation is 

successful. Street Works UK is keen to continue working with ministers and officials on the 

detailed implementation of these proposals to ensure that they work as effectively as 

possible.  

Street Works UK would note that a number of these proposals are highly interconnected, and 

it would be appropriate for detailed consideration to be given to the implications of specific 

proposals on other measures set out in this package to ensure that they work effectively as 

a whole.  

While the UK government has pushed ahead with developing proposals for lane rental and 

permit schemes in England, our members in Scotland believe that these schemes should not 

be replicated north of the border. Our members believe existing processes in Scotland are 

working to good effect and are delivering a better quality of works than in England. The 

introduction of lane rental and permit schemes would lead to additional compliance costs for 

utility companies which in turn will result in higher bills for consumers. This will also have an 

impact on the ability for companies to carry out ambitious and necessary infrastructure 

improvements. 

 

ROAD WORKS Scottish Road Works Commissioner: status and functions  

 

59 Status of the Scottish Road Works Commissioner  

Street Works UK fully supports the office of the Scottish Road Works Commissioner (SRWC), 

though it questions the proposals related to enforcement as there is not sufficient evidence 

that these additional powers are necessary. 
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60 Inspection functions  

Street Works UK agrees in principle with these changes. Protecting the independence and 

status of the SRWC is fully supported.  

The implementation of these changes is important, and it must be done proportionately and 
with consideration to the increased costs. Street Works UK would like clarity on the likely 
scale of these costs and information on how these would be recovered.  
 
These changes should be considered in the round, with the overall impact of the changes 
taken in to account. The impact of these changes on the overall inspection burden need to 
be recognised.  
 
It is important that this is introduced in a consistent way for both utilities and RAs, and works 
both ways. Independence and balance are key, and Street Works UK welcomes the 
opportunity for external independent verification that this could provide. Street Works UK 
would like to see greater clarity on the standards used in these inspections and would 
recommend that there is a process for ensuring the training and quality of inspectors, and 
sufficient auditing of their inspections. There needs to be a facility for dealing with disputes.  
 
There may be cases where it is not appropriate for an inspection to take place on safety 
grounds. Utilities and their contractors should retain the ability to refuse an inspection as the 
ultimate body responsible for the site. All people who do enter a premises, should be 
authorises, as defined in the Bill.  
 

61 Compliance notices  

Street Works UK are supportive of this section of the bill. It is aimed at both undertakers and 

road authority and will give the SRWC the powers to resolve issues and problems. 

62 Fixed penalty notices Permission to execute works in a road  

While Street Works UK supports the greater accountability that this change proposes, it 

questions the need for this change. There is not sufficient evidence that these additional 

powers for the SRWC are necessary. Street Works UK would suggest that the focus of the 

role should remain on early intervention, encouraging collaboration and better understanding, 

and promoting the use of evidence. 

Street Works UK does not agree with the proposals to increase charges for Fixed Penalty 

Notices (FPNs). FPNs are an administrative cost. It is important that authorities drive 

maximum efficiencies to minimise costs for consumers. 

 

63 Permission to execute works in a road 

Street Works UK are supportive of this and view it as a common-sense solution to a long-

standing issue. Whilst utilities are not directly affected by this, we can see the advantages 

to both road authorities and the Scottish general public who use this to supply and receive 

various services. 
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Safety measures for the carrying out of works in roads  

 

64 Fencing and lighting of obstructions and excavations  

Street Works UK supports requiring all workers to have basic competence in the “Signing, 

Lighting and Guarding” of a site. However, it is not appropriate for all workers to be qualified 

in this. It is important that this proposal is introduced in a way that does not exacerbate the 

skills and resourcing issues facing the sector, or restrict apprentices, for example. 

 

65 Qualifications of supervisors and operatives  

It will now be a requirement that at least one operative is qualified when road works are 

conducted, and this will include improvements carried out by roads authorities, and the 

reinstatement of roads. Street Works UK would suggest that the current requirements are 

sufficient. However, every operative working on site must be capable of working safely. 

 

Commencement and completion notices  

 

66 Commencement and completion notices  

Street Works UK are supportive of this change, however, we would hope that implementation 

is rolled out only as and when it is fully supported by technology. 

We would also hope that allowances can be made where mobile connections cannot be made 

for technical or topographical reasons and a notice is late in being uploaded once a 

connection has been made. 

 

Reinstatement of roads following works  

 

67 Reinstatement quality plans Information about apparatus  

The quality plan must be robust, transparent, and provide sufficient detail to be worthwhile, 

but it is important it does not become overly complex or burdensome on utilities. A 

proportionate approach has significant benefits for all parties.   

It is particularly positive that RAUC(S) has been given a key role in proposing what a quality 

plan could look like. The exact format and detail of the quality plans, and how these are 

considered and used by roads authorities, is crucial. Street Works UK’s members – through 

RAUC(S) – remain committed to being involved in the development of this. 
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68 Information about apparatus 

Street Works UK support this section of the Bill and members have been supplying data for 

many years. However, the Bill should introduce obligations on the Commissioner to keep 

data safe and secure, as detailed in a statutory code.  

 

 

  

 

 


